DIVERSITY & INCLUSION

An Inclusion Revolution
An Interview with Cristina Santos,
North America Head of Inclusion & Diversity and Equal Employment Opportunity, Sanofi US
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COMPANY BRIEF Sanofi US (sanofi.us) is head- to Sanofi US. To improve our diversity outreach,
quartered in Bridgewater, New Jersey, and employs we have strategies for reaching populations that
more than 12,000 professionals throughout the are historically underrepresented in our industry. For
United States. It is comprised of five business units example, we were recently at the Service Academy
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tiple sclerosis, oncology, immunology, infectious outreach to veterans transitioning to civilian life. Our
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a black sales network, as well as the National Black
Will you discuss the role of a diversity and MBA Association to make sure that we are showing
inclusion officer and is this role a part of that there is a place for all kinds of diversity within
business strategy at Sanofi US?
Sanofi US’s organization. We do this with a number
The role has evolved. Years ago, many HR of groups reaching other demographics as well.
practitioners came up through the space. Today,
There is a major focus today on incluthe role has evolved into being more of a busi- sion. How do diversity and inclusion relate?
ness partner and I come from the business side.
Stated simply, diversity is a fact, and incluOur ability to make D&I as relevant as every other sion is a choice. Last year, we made the switch
aspect of what we do for business is helping drive to leading with inclusion. I’m head of inclusion
greater progress with greater urgency.
and diversity, not diversity and inclusion. This also
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ple, so we use the Verna- Myers method of saying,
They differ greatly by market. There are con- “Diversity’s being invited to the party. Inclusion
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together, gender equity being one of them. We are additional mantra, “Belonging is when you dance
guided by an overall ambition to reach global gen- like nobody’s watching.” Belonging is that feeling
der balance within our senior leadership by 2025. that you have. It’s that connection of the heart
We are just now introducing significant efforts with the head.
globally around LGBTI inclusion and disability
I believe that right now, more than being
inclusion. Those have been a part of our agenda in a diversity revolution, we are in an inclusion
in North America for a while. Of course, we also revolution. We want we make sure everybody
have significant efforts focused on age, race and feels like they are a part of this conversation.
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In North America, over the last 18 months or
so, this has involved inviting men, especially
white men, into the conversation because it
has traditionally been something that they have
not been included in, which is absurd. We continue to have many men in positions of power.
If we are not offering them the same opportunity to be included and give them the benefit
of learning what it means to feel “othered,”
then how can they, with their influence, champion others and advocate for them?
So I think the conversation today is almost
exclusively about inclusion. If you get that part
right, the diversity will follow. If we can get people in the habit of asking, “Whose voice is missing from this table?” “Who is not in the room?”
“Who’s not being included?” Well, then we’ll see
huge leaps and bounds of progress.
Is the proper dialog taking place around
gender parity today?
I’m thrilled that the conversations are happening at the C-Suite level. I’m also thrilled that
we have five business units in the U.S. and all
five of them are run by exceptional leaders that
happen to be women. That is a very powerful
example for others to look to. We have come so
far, but we have so far to go. However, it is not just
about gender. I want everyone to feel included,
irrespective of their age, their race, their orientation, their abilities, or their gender. So that’s where
it gets complicated but exciting, because there’s
no shortage of opportunities.
Are you able to take moments to reflect
and celebrate the wins when you look at
Sanofi’s diversity and inclusion efforts?
We have been able to celebrate things that
we’re very proud of. We are very proud of having
a perfect score for the Human Rights Campaign.
We are proud of coming back to Working Mothers
100 Best and being a Best Company for Dads for
the first time.
It is exceptionally rewarding when you bring
business partners and business leaders to these
award events. The joy and the legitimate excitement I see from them makes it worth it and fuels
their fire to do more.
I know what this work can ignite in people
when they truly feel like they belong. We can
choose to be frustrated and upset about the often
divided state of the world and the state of this
country, or we can look at it and say, “Well, my
gosh, all of that crazy has brought so many people
into the conversation that perhaps never would
have been engaged before.” So I’ll take it.
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